LITTLE SOCK
and the tiny creatures
This book belongs to
It’s wash day for the Socks.
OH NO!

Little Sock falls out!

“I have to get home,” says Little Sock.
“Do you know the way home?” asks Little Sock.
“No, but take this,” says the Robot.
“Do you know the way home?” asks Little Sock.
"No, but take this," says the Mouse.
“Do you know the way home?” asks Little Sock.
“Maybe the marble knows the way home,” says Little Sock.
“It does!”
says Little Sock.
Little Sock is happy.
MAKE YOUR OWN
LITTLE SOCK

Different socks have different personalities, so pick your favourite.

YOU WILL NEED:
• a sock
• two buttons
• a needle and thread
• a grown-up to help

INSTRUCTIONS
Ask your grown-up to sew the buttons onto the sock.